Thai Royal Praises Hitler and
States the Holocaust is Jewish Lies
To my understanding from a Westerner who went to Thailand to become a Monk,
Thai People are openly pro Hitler and National Socialist and anti Jew. It makes
sense that the biggest allies and openly NS populations are in the Dharmic
based nations in the East that still have higher spiritual values and ways of life
which are based around the superior cultivation of the soul, mind and body. This
is what National Socialism's core value is, and that is the reason why Jews hate
National Socialism and have tried to murder it from the start.
Israel is a nation that has murdered close to a million Palestinians, and its
political leaders openly state stuff like this:
"Our race is the Master Race. We Jews are divine gods on this planet. We are as
different from the inferior races as they are from insects. In fact, compared to our
race, other races are beasts and animals, cattle at best. Other races are
considered as human excrement. Our destiny is to rule over the inferior races.
Our earthly kingdom will be ruled by our leader with a rod of iron. The masses
will lick our feet and serve us as our slaves" - Prime Minister Menachem Begin
(Israeli Prime Minister. Speech to the Knesset. Source: Begin and the Beasts,"
New Statesman, June 1982)
Their ambassador is crying six billion holo tears because smart people are not
buying the “Holocost Potter And The Gas Chamber Of Secrets” tales that uncle
Shalomo is selling.
http://www.bangkokpost.com/news/general/561539/israel-disappointed-over-thai-royalholocaust-denial

[Israel Joo]Ambassador Simon Roded expressed "disappointment and regret"
over the comment by ML Rungguna Kitiyakara, a descendent of 19th-century
King Rama V and a distant cousin of HM Queen Sirikit.
[The Jew ambassador was probably sad that Jews couldn't place signs on buses
in Hitler loving Thailand like in Israel where the bus company Egged has
accepted this ad in Jerusalem: “Statement of the kingdom. From the teachings of
the [Lubavitcher] rabbi: "The Gentile does not want anything. He waits to be told
what the Jew wants!”]
On his Facebook, ML Rungguna praised Nazi leader Adolf Hitler as a genius and
patriot, and said the holocaust was "propaganda.”

ML Rungguna wrote of his appreciation for Hitler on April 20, the Nazi leader's
birthday. He said he believed Hitler made some mistakes, but he was a genius
and a patriot so his life was worth studying.
ML Rungguna viewed that Hitler was a statesman who had been destroyed by
Jewish bankers and Zionists and been imputed as the bad guy for the holocaust
which ML Rungguna claimed did not actually occur. It was propaganda to
establish sympathy to expel and kill Palestinians from their homeland so the
Jews would have their own state, he wrote.
ML Rungguna, 46, is a son of MR Kiartiguna Kitiyakara and Thailand's former
Miss Universe Apassara Hongsakul. He had become a monk for several years
and now is a farmer and activist for energy reform.
Oy Vey! Those Thailand Goyim are never going to tolerate this:
topic7676.html
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